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Must Have

FOUNDRAE
COLLECTION
Authentic, classic, and personal are just a few words that describe
the Foundrae collection. More than just jewellery: these items are
modern heirlooms that allow the wearer to express herself to the
world. Foundrae’s charming cigar band rings, enamelled in a wide
range of bright shades, impart a vintage Havana-nights ambience
(and make us fervently hope that the current US president will not
reverse the long-awaited thaw in Cuban-American relations).

LOTUSIER TEA HUMIDOR –
DECO COLLECTION
Lotusier’s Tea Humidor has been specially designed to promote
and celebrate the beauty of tea whilst preserving its flavours
and qualities. It is a collectable objet d’art that will be prized by
tea lovers and anyone with an appreciation for design and rare
craftsmanship. The Déco Collection pays homage to the EuroAmerican Occidental tea drinking culture and is inspired by the
Arts Décoratifs (Art Déco) movement that flourished between
1910 and 1939. Each Tea Humidor opens to reveal innovatively
designed, hand-blown crystal containers that form the hub of an
elegant humidification system, complete with bespoke German
precision instruments for monitoring humidity, Swiss-made
accessories, and hardware.
lotusier.com

foundrae.com

MONTEGRAPPA GENIO
CREATIVO SERIES:
ANTONIO CANOVA
To honour the world’s greatest artists, writers, and thinkers,
Montegrappa created the Genio Creativo series of pens. Each
represents the achievements of an intellectual or artistic giant and
Antonio Canova – an Italian sculptor widely regarded as the greatest
neoclassical artist – joins ranks. A limited number of fountain and
rollerball pens depicting one of his famous sculptures are available.
They feature a polished bronze trim, black resin, and a barrel made
in a special marble composite. A further 12 fountain and 12 rollerball
pens are available in a solid 18k gold trim.
montegrappa.com

BUBEN&ZORWEG
GALAXY SAFE
COLLECTION
Safety is often a concern when your most precious objects
and valuables are involved, but it needn’t be with the new
BUBEN&ZORWEG Galaxy safe collection. The safes have a retrofuturistic look underpinned by a fusion of high quality leather,
exotic woods, and high-gloss metallic paint. Women are sure to
appreciate the chrome-plated metal handles on the doors, which
are decorated in mother of pearl inserts and resemble angel
wings. The inside can be customised to meet your requirements
so whether you want to store art, jewellery, or documents, there
is a safe solution for you.
buben-zorweg.com

GHIDINI 1961 STUDIO JOB
HERE ICE BUCKET
If you’re looking for sophisticated statement pieces that
will surely make an impression, look no further. By bringing
together specialists in die casting brass, aluminium and Zamak,
and by working with some of the most iconic designers of
modern times, Ghidini 1961 has become a brand-leader in
brass products. Designed by Studio Job for Ghidini 1961’s debut
collection, this extravagant ice bucket was inspired by founder
Job Smeets’ family tailoring traditions and care of the smallest
details. ‘Here’ ice bucket represents a gigantic sewing thimble
and features the design duo’s ‘Altdeutsch’ iconography etched
onto the front
ghidini1961.com

